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Symmetry Analysis of the 2a Phase of C60
Abstract
A symmetry analysis of the 2a phase recently observed in some samples of C60 is presented. This phase is
described by a unit cell with eight molecules in inequivalent orientations. We first show that if this structure is
assumed to be exactly cubic, there are only three allowed space groups, none of which corresponds to the Pa3¯
arrangement of threefold axes previously established for C60 by several groups. Our calculated powder
diffraction spectra for these space groups are not consistent with existing experimental data. Second, if the
symmetry of the Pa3¯ structure is lowered by a doubling of the unit cell, we show that the resulting structure is
trigonal, space group R3¯. We calculate powder diffraction spectra for this scenario and thereby place upper
limits on both the angular distortion and the trigonal lattice distortion. Third, since the microscopic origin of
this distortion probably involves defects of some presently unknown type, we consider a phenomenological
scenario for the origin of this trigonal distortion. Within this scenario, we study the symmetry of the
interactions needed to explain this structure. We start by giving an analysis of the structural distortion within
harmonic lattice dynamics. However, to obtain the correct (R3¯) symmetry structure we were forced to study
the cubic coupling between zone-corner librons and macroscopic strains. In this way we relate the
development of R3¯ symmetry from the Pa3¯ structure in terms of a phenomenological model of lattice
dynamics. Fourth, we extend the above arguments to construct a Landau theory for the hypothesized
Pa3¯→R3¯ phase transition, which occurs as a function of the concentration of the presumed defects. The
resulting free energy has no cubic terms (so the transition can be continuous) but has five fourth-order
invariants.
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A symmetry analysis of the 2a phase recently observed in some samples of C60 is presented. This
phase is described by a unit cell with eight molecules in inequivalent orientations. We Grst show that
if this structure is assumed to be exactly cubic, there are only three allowed space groups, none of
which corresponds to the I a3 arrangement of threefold axes previously established for G60 by several
groups. Our calculated powder diffraction spectra for these space groups are not consistent with
existing experimental data. Second, if the symmetry of the Pa3 structure is lowered by a doubling of
the unit cell, we show that the resulting structure is trigonal, space group R3. We calculate powder
diffraction spectra for this scenario and thereby place upper limits on both the angular distortion
and the trigonal lattice distortion. Third, since the microscopic origin of this distortion probably
involves defects of some presently unknown type, we consider a phenomenological scenario for the
origin of this trigonal distortion. Within this scenario, we study the symmetry of the interactions
needed to explain this structure. We start by giving an analysis of the structural distortion within
harmonic lattice dynamics. However, to obtain the correct (B3) symmetry structure we were forced
to study the cubic coupling between zone-corner librons and macroscopic strains. In this way we
relate the development of R3 symmetry from the Pa3 structure in terms of a phenomenological
model of lattice dynamics. Fourth, we extend the above arguments to construct a Landau theory
for the hypothesized Pa3 -+ R3 phase transition, which occurs as a function of the concentration
of the presumed defects. The resulting free energy has no cubic terms (so the transition can be
continuous) but has five fourth-order invariants.
I. INTRODUCTION
Until recently it was established that crystalline
Cso (which is fcc) underwent an orientational ordering
transition at about 250 K from a high-temperature ori-
entat, ional disordered phase2 into an orientationally or-
dered structure which was determined to be that of space
group Pa3 (Refs. 3—6) in which the unit cell contains four
orientationally inequivalent molecules. In both phases,
the centers of mass of the molecules are on a fcc lattice.
At much lower temperature ( 90 K) there seems to be
another transition, possibly into a glassy phase, but
this t;ransition is of no concern to us here. On the other
hand, recently Tendeloo et al. io have reported electron
diffraction data indicating a doubling of the size of the
unit cell relative to the previously established Pa3 struc-
ture. However, it was immediately realizedii that struc-
tures other than the previously established Pas structure
could only be consistent with existing experimental pow-
der diHraction data if they were obtained by a small per-
turbation &om the previous Pa3 structure. Here we will
show quite conclusively that the observed powder diffrac-
tion spectra are incompatible with the various suggested
2a structures. In spite of the disagreement with difFrac-
tion experiments, several studies supporting the proposed
2a structures have recently appeared. However, the
conclusions of one of the above-mentioned papers was
later withdrawn by the authors. More recently, using
differential scanning calorimetry to characterize various
samples, Fischer et al. demonstrated that this doubling
of the unit cell is not to be associated with perfect single
crystals of C60. In fact, Fischer et aL identify a number of
higher-order superlattice reilections (indicating unit cells
even larger than 2a) in samples they believe to be imper-
fect. So although we believe that the 2a structure is not
an intrinsic property of solid C60, it is unclear how such
superlattice reflections are to be understood on a micro-
scopic basis. If they are a result of chemical impurities,
one would have to explain why such impurities lead to a
doubling of the unit cell. Chemical impurities can lead
to a structural phase transition if they relieve local &us-
tration, as was the case for argon doped molecular CO
monolayers. ' However, since t;he C60 molecule is so
nearly spherical, such a possibility seems unlikely here.
Another possibility would be that because of chemical
impurities the molecules are not exactly icosahedral, in
which case one could imagine an enlargement of the unit
cell due to steric packing eKects. However, for our pur-
poses we will assume that the solid consists of icosahedral
molecules on fcc lattice sites and that the defects, what-
ever they may be, can be treated as perturbations on the
ideal solid Cgp which we assume to have the previously
proposed Pa3 structure.
The data for samples which have been interpreted to
have a 2a structure are not yet comprehensive enough to
be definitive. For instance, the structure of these sam-
ples has not been monitored over a sufBcient range of
temperature. Thus, whether this phase develops directly
&om the disordered phase or occurs as a result of a ther-
mal instability of the Pa3 phase is not known with cer-
tainty. Here we assume the latter scenario. There are
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now two possible interpretations. In the first of these,
which we favor, the 2a structure forms when the concen-
tration of defects (whatever they may be) is sufficiently
large. Therefore, in our interpretation a structural phase
transition occurs when the defect concentration passes
through a critical value. In the second interpretation,
given by Refs. 10 and 14, the instability can be reached
starting &om the Pa3 phase of pure C6O by reducing
the temperature through a critical value, which must be
above 113 K (and thus not connected with the transi-
tion near 90 K, mentioned above) at which temperature
some of the observations of van Tendeloo et al. took
place. In either case, it is appropriate to describe this
structural phase transition in terms of a Landau expan-
sion. The purpose of this paper is to make a symmetry
analysis of this hypothesized structural phase transition.
By so doing, we will describe the perturbations that give
rise to the 2a structure in terms of order parameters. In
this way, we will show how the various distortions must
be coupled in accordance with their symmetry.
In a Landau expansion the expansion coefficients are
usually not actually calculated &om a microscopic model.
A more quantitative model of this structural phase tran-
sition may be obtained by using mean field theory. How-
ever, so far, the materials parameters that control the
structural phase transition and/or the occurrence of the
so-called 2a structure have yet to be precisely identified.
In these circumstances, no microscopic potential is likely
to appear soon to explain this 2a phase. In particular,
recently proposed potentials ' do not predict such a
distortion for pure Cso. (This can be seen by the fact
that the libron spectrum shows no hint of "softness" or
instability anywhere throughout the Brillouin zone, zi zz
nor do explicit calculations of the lattice energies based
on the above potential show the possible stability of a
2a phase. ~s ~4) Accordingly, in this paper we study the
existence and evolution (from Pa3) of this phase on the
basis of symmetry considerations that do not invoke spe-
cific microscopic models.
The first problem we address is the enumeration of all
possible cubic space groups for this 2a phase, assuming
the Cso molecules to be in fixed orientations and to be
centered on a fcc lattice. We find three such space groups,
none of which are closely related to the Pa3 structure.
We calculate the diffraction spectra for these structures,
and show that they violently disagree with the previous
experimental data of several groups. These structures
could only be possible if the newer samples are very dif-
ferent &om those used in the diHraction studies. We dis-
cuss the fact that simply doubling the unit cell of the Pa3
structure in the way proposed in Ref. 10 does not actually
lead to another cubic structure, but results in retaining
only one of the (1,1,1) directions as a threefold axis. This
structure must therefore have an accompanying trigonal
lattice distortion. Furthermore, the original proposal
that the unit cell is doubled by a microscopic twinning
leads to a powder diKraction spectr»~ that is incom-
patible with previous experimental work. So microscopic
twinning is only tenable if the newer samples are very
diferent &om those used in the diKraction studies.
To avoid having to abandon the previous diKraction
data we suppose that the 2a structure is a small pertur-
bation from Pa3. In other words, we ass»me that some
as yet »»identified mechanism causes the condensation
of a zone corner [wave vector = m(1, 1, 1)/a, where a is
the simple cubic lattice constant] libron~ with small am-
plitude b,P. As a result, half the inolecules in the larger
@nit cell are rotated about their local threefold axis in one
sense and half in the other sense, both through an angle
b,P. As usual in a situation where symmetry is broken,
the intensity of the resulting 2a superlattice diffraction
peaks will be of order (b,P) . If hP is small, the results
of this model will obviously be close to those for undis-
torted Pa3 and thus are guaranteed to be compatible
with the large amount of previous difFraction data. Pur-
thermore, the trigonal distortion, mentioned above may
not be large enough to have been observed yet. Since the
present potentials do not lead to a trigonal distortion, we
proceed phenomenologically. That is, we calculate the re-
sponse of the lattice to a generalized force conjugate to
the distortion. Of course, if calculated with the poten-
tials of Ref. 19 or 20 this response would be completely
stable. However, we are interested in the symmetry of
the response to this generalized force. Accordingly, we
study the symmetry of the distorted phase if the force
constant associated with the distortion is imagined to
vanish. In this way we can make some rather general ob-
servations about the way the distorted structure differs
from its undistorted parent structure, Pa3.
In particular, we determine the nature of the orien-
tational and translational phonons that condense when
this generalized force is applied. We find, not surpris-
ingly, that there are several equivalent ways in which the
distortion can occur. We identify a rather interesting
type of distortion: the zone-corner libron that condenses
is responsible for the doubling of the unit cell. This li-
bron, when it condenses, induces tipping of the molecular
axes so that only one of the (1,1,1) directions remains a
threefold axis. This fact, in itself, identifies the distorted
structure as trigonal. There is no linear coupling between
this libron and any translational phonons. So the dou-
bling of the unit cell takes place only in the orientational
degrees of freedom. (Analogously, when an antiferromag-
net orders magnetically, the doubling of the unit cell is
not accompanied by the condensation of a zone-boundary
phonon. ) One can go on to consider the coupling (al-
lowed by conservation of wave vector) between two such
librons and a zone-center optical phonon. This coupling
vanishes because the librons are even parity (under in-
version) modes whereas optical phonons are odd parity
modes. At this level there is thus no relaxation of the
molecular centers within the unit cell due to the angular
distortion. As we shall see, the allowed coupling between
two zone-corner librons and one zone-center libron does
not produce any dramatic eKects. Finally, we consider
the coupling between two zone-corner librons and macro-
scopic strains. We show that this coupling is allowed by
symmetry and gives rise to shear strains of order (b,P)~.
Thus we conclude that both the splitting of the diffrac-
tion peaks due to the trigonal strain and the intensity of
the 2a superlattice peaks are of order (b,P) .
With the above results in hand, it is easy to proceed
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more generally to construct a Landau expansion to de-
scribe the putative structural phase transition between
Pa3 and the trigonal phase, which we identify as that
of space group R3. We 6nd that the quadratic terms in
this expansion are described by a four-component order
parameter —one component for each of the orientational
sublattices in the parent Pa3 phase. By wave vector
conservation there can be no cubic terms in the Lan-
dau expansion. We construct the allowed fourth-order
invariants and show that this expansion gives rise to an
unusual anisotropy in order parameter space. Normally,
the fourth-order terms fix some high-symmetry direction
in order-parameter space, to be the equilibrium direction
of ordering. Here, the fourth-order terms give the equi-
librium direction of ordering (in order-parameter space)
to be (l, ci, n, a), where o. is not fixed by symmetry. This
direction in order-parameter space does correspond, not
surprisingly, to trigonal (i.e., B3) symmetry. So we con-
clude that the Landau expansion allows a continuous
structural phase transition between the Pa3 and the R3
phases. (If the sign of the fourth-order contribution to
the &ee energy is negative, the transition would be dis-
continuous, but that cannot be determined on the basis
of symmetry. )
Brie6y, this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we
identify the allowed cubic symmetry space groups that
have eight molecules per unit cell on a fcc lattice. In Sec.
III we present calculations of powder di8'raction spectra
for these various cubic symmetry space groups and show
that only the Pa3 structure gives agreement with existing
experimental data. We also give calculations of the pow-
der diffraction spectrum which show the effects of (a) an
angular distortion leading to a doubling of the size of the
unit cell and (b) the resulting trigonal lattice distortion.
Comparison with experiment enables us to place upper
bounds on the magnitude of these distortions. In Sec.
IV we summarize the main features and results obtained
kom the phenomenological model of lattice dynamics,
the details of which are presented in Appendix B. In this
theory the order parameter is the amplitude of the zone-
boundary libron whose condensation causes the doubling
of the unit cell. We discuss how the various distortions
in the 2a phase (relative to the Pa3 phase) are related
to this order parameter. In Sec. V the phenomenological
lattice dynamical model is generalized to construct the
Landau expansion for the structural phase &om Pa3 to
the trigonally distorted R3 phase. Finally, in Sec. VI the
broader implications of our work are discussed and our
conclusion are summarized. Several results of this work
were reported previously.
II. ALLOWED CUBIC SPACE GROUPS
A. Prelixninaries
After some preliminary remarks, we consider in Secs.
IIB—IID which space groups are allowed for a 2a struc-
ture and in Sec. IIE we discuss some space groups that
are not allowed. In Sec. IIF we discuss why the 2a ver-
sion of the Pa3 structure is not cubic.
In this section we discuss what space groups are al-
lowed under the constraints that (a) the centers of the
molecules are on a fcc lattice (with nearest neighbor sep-
aration a/~2), (b) each molecule assumes a fixed definite
orientation, and (c) there are eight molecules per unit cell
with an associated fcc Bravais lattice (with nearest neigh-
bor separation a~2). To compare with the International
Tables for Crystallography (ITC), it is convenient to
fix the edge of the cubic unit cell to have unit length,
or equivalently to set a = 2. In this notation there are
molecules at the positions
R(l, m, n; j) = i [li+ mj + nkj + ~, ,
where l + m+ n must be even, j labels the sublattice,
and
7, = (0, 0, 0);
~, = (-,', 0, —,');
1 1 1
3 1 3
4& 2' 4
T2—(o4 4)
(-.', —.', o);
1 3 3
2) 4' 4
3 3 14' 4' 2 (2)
Fm3 (202), Fd3 (203), Fm3m (225), Fm3c (226),
Fd3m (227), Fd3c (228) . (3)
Now we discuss where we are allowed to put the eight
molecules in the unit cell. (We find it convenient to talk
in terms of a unit cell containing eight molecules. In ITC
the site multiplicities are calculated on the basis of the
conventional unit cell, i.e., a cube with unit length edges.
Our discussion will be phrased in terms of multiplicities
which are a factor 4 smaller than those in ITC.)
The Grst step is simply to list which sites one can possi-
bly occupy with a total of eight entities, without any con-
straints. This information is catalogued in Table I. Next
we select &om this list (and show in Table II) only those
possibilities where molecules actually form a fcc lattice as
specified above, in Eq. (2). The final check we must make
is that the site symmetry must be consistent with plac-
ing a soccer ball (truncated icosahedron) at the indicated
site. In particular, the molecule can be more symmetrical
than required by symmetry of the space group. However,
the reverse is not allowed: the local site symmetry must
not include symmetries not possessed by the icosahedron.
Most notable of such unallowed symmetries is a fourfold
axis. We now turn to an analysis of each possibility re-
maining in Table II. In our discussion a crucial point we
must consider is how the orientation of one molecule is
related by symmetry to another molecule in the unit cell.
For this purpose we will often use the relation
All molecules in the same sublattice have the same ori-
entation.
First we note that T and —T are in the same sublattice.
Consequently, the center of each molecule is a center of
inversion symmetry. Thus, the possible cubic structures
that we are trying to identify are described by a fcc space
group with inversion. These groups are (the numbers in
parentheses are those used by ITC)
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TABLE I. Ways to occupy eight sites in the unit cell for possible cubic space groups.
Space group
Fm3 (202)
Fd3 (203)
Fm3m(225)
Fm3c(226)
Fd3m(227)
Fd3c(228)
Sf
8e
8f
6d+ 2b
8e
8c
6e+ 2c
4d+ 4c
6e+ 2c
6d+ 2a
4d+ 4c
8b
6e+ b+ a
4d+ 2b+ 2a
6e+ b+ a
6c+ 2b
4d+ 2b+ 2a
6d+ 2c
4c+ 2b+ 2a
6d+ 2c
6c+ 2a
4c+ 2b+ 2a
6d+ b+ a
6d+ b+ a
0Rs(n)0 = R s(on), (4) tion. If lA) (lB)) denotes a molecule in standard orien-
tation A (B), then Eq. (5) gives
where cr represents a refiection through a mirror plane
and Rs(n) is a rotation through an angle 8 about a ro-
tation axis n. Alternatively we write this as
0Rs(n) = R—e(0'n)cr .
What this says is that under reflection a rotation be-
comes a negative rotation about the transformed (re-
Hected) axis. The minus sign in front of the rotation
angle occurs because the cross product of two vectors is
a pseudovector. Obviously, if we compound two reflec-
tions, we have
&1+2Re(n) = R, (0~02n)0'io2 ~ (6)
These relations will tell us how rotating a molecule on
one sublattice is related to the consequent rotations of
molecules on other sublattices.
At this point we review some basic facts about the
molecular geometry of CM. The molecule is in the
shape of a truncated icosahedron having 60 equivalent
sites for carbon atoms. In Fig. 1 we depict two "stan-
dard" orientations of the Cso molecule such that all three
(1,0,0) directions are twofold axis of symmetry. In these
orientations there are threefold axes aligned along each
of the (l,l, l) directions. Standard orientation B can be
obtained from A by either a 90' rotation about a (1,0,0)
direction or by a suitable rotation about a (l, l, l) direc-
0Rs(n) lA) = R s(urn)crlA) .
If the refiection is through a (1,0,0) plane, then 0 lA) =
lA). If the refiection is through a (1,1,0) plane, then
~IA) = IB).
B. Occupying eight c sites in space group F1$c
We start with space group Ed3c (228), assuming
molecular centers at the eight c sites, using origin choice
2 in Ref. 26. Since the c site at (0,0,0) has a three-
fold axis with inversion along (l, l, l) we can place a Cso
molecule there, rotating it by a setting angle P starting
from a standard orientation, say, A, 27 so its orientation
is R4, (1,1, 1)lA). We now wish to deduce the positions
of the other seven symmetry-related orientations in the
unit cell. For that purpose we first list all the c sites:
( 'I ) )'I (4) 4'I 2)) (4) 2) 4)) (2) 4'I 4)) (4'I 4') ))
(2, 2, 2), (4, 0, 4), (0, 4, 4) . (8)
One can see (from the list of coordinates in ITC) that the
environs of each of these sites are obtained from those of
the first site at (0, 0, 0) by the operations
[E] [~ 0't)] [~ 0' ] [0's0' ] [~s o' 0' l [~* l
001
010
[n n n, ] [as nsn, ] (9)
where E is the identity operation, 0 is a refiection
through a plane perpendicular to the a axis. [Similarly,
0 „denotes a re8ection through a plane perpendicular
to the (1,1,0) direction. ] Note that the first four sub-
TABLE II. Possible ways to occupy eight sites in the unit
cell of the relevant space groups so as to realize a fcc lattice.
Standard Or/entatton 4 Standard Or)entatton 8
FIG. 1. Two "standard" orientations for the Cg0 molecule.
In these orientations the molecule has twofold axes of sym-
metry along all the (1,0,0) directions. There are threefold
axes along'all the (1,1,1) directions. Orientations B can be
obtained from A by either a rotation of 90' about a (1,0,0)
direction or by a suitable rotation about a (l,l, l) direction.
Space group
Fm3 (202)
Fd3 (203)
Fm3rn (225)
Fm3c (226)
Fd3m (227)
Fdsc (228)
6e+ 2c
Se (z = —,')
6e+ 2c
6d+ 2b
8e (x = 4)
8c
x refers to the second setting.
6d+ lb+ la
4d+ 4c
6d+ lb+ la
6c+ 2a
4d+ 4c
8b
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lattices are obtained via an even number of reHections,
whereas the last four sublattices involve an odd number
of refiections. Hence a rotation through an angle P in
the first sublattice induces a rotation through +P about
the transformed axes of sublattices 2—4, and a rotation
through —P about the transformed axes of sublattices 5—
8. In the cases of sublattices 5—8 the reHection about a
(1,1,0) plane converts the initial standard orientation A
into 8 Th. e transformed (1,1,1) axes are
(1, 1, 1), (1, 1, 1), (1, 1, 1), (1, 1, 1), (1, 1, 1), (1, 1, 1),
(0 0 0) (-.' 4.o) (-,' o —,') (o 4 —.') .
These sites have a threefold symmetry axis with inver-
sion. The c sites are obtained &om that at (0,0,0) by the
operations
(12)
Note that these all involve an even number of reQections,
and hence a rotation through an angle P in sublattice one
induces a rotation through +P about the transformed
axes of sublattices 2—4. The transformed (1,1,1) axes are
(1, 1, 1), (1,1, 1) . (10) (1, 1, 1), (1, 1, 1), (1, 1, 1), (1, 1, 1). (13)
So the molecules in sublattices 1—4 are rotated through an
angle P starting from setting A and molecules in sublat-
tices 5—8 are rotated through an angle —P, starting from
setting B. Comparing the orientations of the local three-
fold axes with the associated v' we see that the placement
of these axes is characteristic of Pn3. (In Table III we
list the arrangement of threefold axes for space groups
Pa3 and Pn3. )
We should also remark that Fd3c with setting angle
P gives a different powder diffraction spectrum than the
same structure with setting angle —P. One might not
expect this to be the case, since these operations seem
to be related by a reHection through a plane perpendic-
ular to [1,1,0]. (This operation interchanges z and y. )
However, the actual efFect of such a reHection is to take
a rotation through an angle P starting &om initial stan-
dard orientation A into a rotation through an angle —P
starting &om initial orientation B. So there is no relation
whose only effect is to change the sign of P. Similarly,
the "special" value P = 0 does not introduce additional
symmetry operations. Therefore this special value of P
is still within space group Fd3c.
C. Occupying four c and four d sites
for space group Fd3
We now consider space group Fd3 (203), assuming
molecular centers at the four c and four d sites. Con-
sider the four c sites that (using origin choice 2 in ITC)
are at
TABLE III. Arrangement of threefold axes for Pa3 and
Pn3 space groups.
Sublat tice
1
2
3
4
Position
(0,0,0)
(1/2, 0,1/2)
(0,1/2, 1/2)
(1/2, 1/2, 0)
Pa3b
(1,1,1)
(1 1 1)
(I, 11)
(1, 1) 1)
Pn3
(1,1,1)
(1, 1, 1)
(1, 1, 1)
(1, 1, 1)
Positions are for a simple cubic unit cell whose edges are of
unit length.
This choice of the two settings for Pa3 is the one used for
explicit calculations in this paper.
'This second, but equivalent, setting is not used for calcula-
tions in this paper.
Again we have the arrangement of threefold axes as in
Pn3. So, we may orient the first four sublattices like
Pn3 with an angle P. We can do the same construction
for sublattices 5—8 on the four d sites, with an angle g
not related to P. So this structure may be called two
sublattice Pn3. If P = Q, this reduces to space group
Pn3, with four molecules per unit cell. Also, if g
$0 —P, where cos(120' —Po) = 4, then this structure
becomes Fd3c.
D. Occupying one a, one 6, and six d sites for space
group Fm3
Next we consider space group Em3 (202) assuming
molecular centers on the six d sites, the a site, and the
b site. The site symmetry of all these sites is such that
their icosahedra must be in standard orientations, not
necessarily the same for a, 6, and /or d sites. To go &om
one d site to another one, we either invoke a threefold
rotation about (l, l, l) or a reflection through a (1,0,0)
plane. In either case, we do not change the standard
orientation. So all molecules on the d sites are in the same
standard orientation. Let us say they are in orientation
A. If the a and b sites are both in orientation A, all
molecules are equivalent and the unit cell contains only
one molecule. So this possibility is rejected. If the a
and b sites are both in orientation B, the structure can
be described as having four molecules per unit cell and
it reduces to Pm3. This possibility is therefore also
rejected. The only allowed possibility is that in which
sublattices a and b are in diferent standard orientations.
This structure is therefore a sort of antiferromagnetic
Pm3.
E. Unallowed structures of Table II
Here we consider the other possibilities listed in Table
II and show that they are not allowed under our condi-
tions. We first consider space group Ed3c (228) when the
centers of the molecules are on the eight b sites. These
sites have a threefold axis along (1,1,1) and a twofold axis
along (1,1,0). But this is not consistent with an icosahe-
dron. It would require a mirror plane along x = y. So
this possibility must be excluded.
Next, consider space group Ed3m (227), assuming
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molecular centers at the eight e sites. Here, using ori-
gin choice 2 of ITC we must set z = 4 in order to put
the molecular centers on a fcc lattice. These sites have
a threefold axis along (1,1,1) and a (1,1,0) mirror plane.
This indicates a mirror plane containing the threefold
axis. This is not consistent with an icosahedron. So this
case is excluded. Consider this same space group, as-
suming molecular centers at the four c and four d sites.
Again these sites have a mirror plane containing a three-
fold axis. Since this is not consistent with an icosahedron,
this possibility is ruled out.
Next we consider space group Fm3c (226) when six
molecules are on d sites and two are on b sites. This
possibility is immediately ruled out because in this space
group the d sites have a fourfold axis, which is inconsis-
tent with an icosahedron. The same reasoning leads to
rejection of the possible occupation, in this space group,
of six c sites and two a sites. Likewise the presence of a
fourfold axis rules out the possibility of occupying six e
sites and two c sites in space group Fm3m (225).
Space group Fm3m using six d, one 6, and one a sites
is excluded because the a site has a threefold axis in a
mirror plane, which is inconsistent with an icosahedron.
Next consider space group Fd3 (203), assuming rnolec-
ular centers at the eight e sites. Using origin choice 2 of
ITC, we must set z = 4 to put the molecular centers on
a fcc lattice. The positions of the e sites are
TABLE IV. Allowed cubic structures.
Space group Angles
Fm3 (202)
+h
Initial
orientation
A
A
B
Site
24d
4a
4b
Site
symmetry
2/m
m3
m3
Ed3 (203) "
Th
A
A
16d
16c
Fd3c (228) '
0
16c
16c
Here we use the convention in ITC based on a sc conventional
unit cell.
In these space groups the arrangement of the local threefold
axes along the various (1,1,1) directions is similar to that in
space group Pn3, as explained in the text.
'When Q = P this structure belongs to space group Pn3. This
structure belongs to space group Ed33c for g = $0 —)I|), where
$0 is the angle required to rotate from setting B to setting A:
cos(120' —$0) = -', so that Ps 44.48'.
This structure is de6ned more completely in the text. It
could also be described as having angles 4) and Ps —P, both
referred to initial setting A. For P = 4)0/2 this structure is
actually Pn3.
(4 4 4) (o o 4) (o 4 o) (4 o o) (4 4 4) (o o 4)
(0, 4, 0), ( 4, 0, 0) . (14)
One can see (from the list of coordinates in ITC) that the
environs of each of these sites are obtained respectively
from the first site at (4, 4, 4) by the operations
[&] [«s] [~ ~.l [~s~.l [~s&.&] [&] [~sl [~ l.
(15)
one of the two standard orientations. We go from one e
site to another via a threefold rotation about (l, l, l) ei-
ther with or without inversion. However, such a rotation
and inversion both take a standard orientation into itself.
So all e sites are in one standard orientation and the c
sites are in the other standard orientation. (If they were
both in the same standard orientation we would have a
unit cell with only one molecule in it.) This structure is
simply Pm3 and is simple cubiczr and we do not consider
it further.
The allowed structures are summarized in Table IV.
Note that the 6rst four sublattices involve an even nuxn-
ber of reHections, and hence a rotation through an angle
P in sublattice one induces a rotation through +P about
the transforxned axes of sublattices 2—4, and a rotation
through —P about the transformed axes of sublattices
5—8. The transformed (1,1,1) axes are
F. Why is the 2a version of the Pes structure
noncubic?
Finally, consider the structure in which we have
xnolecules:
(1,1, 1), (1, 1, 1), (1, 1, 1), (1, 1, 1), (1, 1, 1), (0, 0, 0) [1,1, 1]4,„
(1, 1, 1) (1,1, 1), (1,1, 1) . (16) (—,—,0) [1,1, 1]4„, (18)
Note that rotating through P about [1,1, 1] is identical to
rotating through —P about [1,1, 1]. Thus sublattices 5—8
are identical to sublattices I—4 and we have a unit cell
containing four molecules, which is actually Pn3. Since
this structure does not have eight molecules per»~it cell,
we discard it.
Next consider space group Fm3 (202), assuming
molecular centers at the two c and six e sites, with x = 4
so that the molecules are centered on a fcc lattice. The
site symmetries are such that all molecules must be in
(4, 0, 4) [1,1, 1]4„,
(-2) —,') —,') [1)1) 1]
(4 4 2) [111]e
(20)
(21)
(22)
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(4 g 4) [1 1 1]4 (23)
(, ) 4, 4) [1,1, 1]4„. (24)
Here the 6rst triad of components gives the location in
the unit cell, and the second triad the axis around which
rotations are taken. The subscript Py indicates the angle
of rotation. Note that this is a Pa3-like structure with
a doubled unit cell, as considered in Ref. 10. Since this
doubling does preserve the threefold axis at the origin,
it might still seem to be cubic. We now show that (in
agreement with the previous results of this section, as
summarized in Table IV) this is not the case.
To show this, look at the environs of (4, 4, 0) to see if
this site still has threefold symmetry about (1, 1, 1). Its
neighbors are
IR
r
/r
Qr
'III /
/
/
r r
'PC(& PF
/
r
r
r
IJk
(0, 0, 0) and ( ~, 2, 0) [1,1, 1]4„,
(2, 4, —4) and (0, 4, -) [1,1, 1]4, ,
(4, 2, —4) and (4, 0, 4) [1,1, 1]4„,
(25)
(27)
FIG. 2. Doubled unit cell for the Pa3 structure, after Refs.
10 snd 14. The four Pa3 sublsttices (before doubling) are
A, B, C, and D, indicated here by circles, inverted trian-
gles, squares, and triangles, respectively. After doubling, the
primed snd unprimed sublsttices have setting angles Pq snd
Here, primed sublsttices are indicated by open symbols
and unprimed by filled symbols. The arrow points to the
origin.
(0, 2, 0) and (2, 0, 0) [1,1, 1]~,, (28)
(0, ~, —~ ) and (~, ~, -) [1,1, l]4t„ (29)
(4, 0, —z~) and (4, 2, 4) [1,1, 1]4„.
Relative to the site at (4, 4, 0) its neighbors which are
rotated by Pq are at
+(-,', —,', 0), +(-,', 0, ——,'), +(0, —,', ——,').
These sites do not realize threefold symmetry about
(1, 1, 1). So the only threefold axis is along (1, 1, 1) and
this structure is noncubic. We identify the actual space
group of this orientationatiy distorted structure to be
that of the trigonal space group R3. (Note that our
discussion is valid even. if the molecular centers are as-
sumed to remain on fcc lattice sites. ) Of special interest
is the structure in which the angles Pq and P2 assume
the values P+ 6P and P —AP, respectively, where P is
the setting angle determined for the Pa3 structure and
b.P is small. We will refer to this as the 2a-R3 structure.
A similar discussion shows that if the threefold axes are
arranged as for Pn3, the structure with a doubled unit
cell is cubic, in agreement with the results in Table IV.
The above algebraic analysis shows that doubling the
Pa3 unit cell by having two setting angles leaves only one
of the (1,1,1) directions a threefold axis. Even so, when
one considers a 6gure of the type given in Refs. 10 and
14 and reproduced (slightly modified) here as Fig. 2, it
may still seem paradoxical that this structure is noncu-
bic. From this 6gure it is hardly apparent which one of
the (1,1,1) directions remains an axis of threefold symme-
try. To discuss this question, it is convenient to introduce
some terminology. We will use the phrase "local rotation
axis" to denote the direction of the axis about which
each molecule is rotated (starting from one of the stan-
dard orientations). Before the unit cell size is doubled,
the local rotation axis is the local axis of threefold sym-
metry. When the unit cell is doubled, as shown in Fig. 2,
each site, whether primed (indicated by open symbols)
or unprimed (indicated by full symbols), is surrounded
by 12 nearest neighboring sites, half of which are primed
and half of which are unprimed. Now, for the moment,
ignore the fact that all primed (or unprimed) sites are
not equivalent. That is, imagine primed sites as being
helium atoms and unprimed sites as being argon atoms.
In such a structure each site has a local threefold axis.
We refer to this axis as the "doubling axis." Looking at
Fig. 2, we see that the doubling axis of the sites are along
the various (1,1,1) directions. In fact, their arrangement
is precisely the same as that of the threefold axes of the
Pn3 structure listed in Table III. Now, for a site in the
structure shown in Fig. 2 to really have a threefold axis
of symmetry, it is required that its local rotation axis and
its doubling axis be collinear.
For which sites in Fig. 2 are these two axes collinear?
One cannot say until the local rotation axes are specified.
Indeed, in that sense Fig. 2 still has cubic symmetry. In
what follows, the reader must keep in mind that the dou-
bling axes are exactly the Pn3 axes listed in Table III.
Now consider possible choices for the arrangement of the
local rotation axes. For instance, if the local rotation
axes of the A or A' molecules is (1,1,1), then only for the
A and A' molecules will the local rotation axis and the
doubling axis coincide to yield a threefold axis of sym-
metry. (This can easily be seen from Table III: only for
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the site at the origin do the Pn3 and Pa3 axes coincide. )
In this case, only the (l,l, l) direction remains a three-
fold axis. Another possibility is that the local rotation
axis of the B and B' sites lies along (1,—1, —1). In that
case one can determine that only for B and B' sites do
the local rotation axes coincide with the doubling axes
and, consequently, in this case only the (1,—1, —1) di-
rection remains an axis of threefold symmetry. In fact,
we can choose any one of A, B, t, D to have coinci-
dent local rotation and doubling axes. Having made this
choice, the other three of A, B, C, D will have local ro-
tation axes which are different from their doubling axes.
As a result, only one of the (1,1,1) directions will re-
main a threefold axis after doubling the size of the unit
cell. Thus, although doubling the unit cell does not in
itself break cubic symmetry (consider the helium-argon
solid introduced above), when doubling is combined with
the arrangement of local rotation axes as in Pa3, cubic
symmetry is broken, in a way dependent on the way the
local rotation axes are arranged. We emphasize that cu-
bic symmetry is broken by the orientational arrangement,
whether or not there is an accompanying lattice distor-
tion. Of course, in principle, there will be a trigonal
lattice distortion. The axis of this trigonal distortion is
uniquely determined when Fig. 2 is supplemented by a
speci6cation of the local rotation axes. This phenomenon
of broken symmetry is naturally treated in the context
of the Landau theory of continuous phase transitions, in
which ordering takes place by condensation into any one
of a number of equivalent minima of the free energy. This
point of view is the basis for the symmetry analysis dis-
cussed in the next section.
the fact that these reflections are not observed within the
current resolution of the powder diffraction data places
an upper bound of at most 2' on 6P. This angular dis-
tortion, if nonzero, implies that the unit cell is trigonally
distorted. This trigonal distortion is conveniently char-
acterized by the deviation Lo. of the angle o. between
Bravais lattice vectors &om its canonical value, 60, for
the fcc lattice. Analysis of the powder diffraction data
led Heiney to place an upper limit on Ao. of 0.02 . As
we will see in Sec. IV, o. is proportional to (6P) and
would be expected to be small in any event.
We now present results of our calculations of the pow-
der x-ray diffraction spectra. To start, we show a part of
the powder diffraction spectrum as a function of the scat-
tering angle which, in accordance with custom, is denoted
20. In Fig. 3 we show experimental curves2s (kindly sup-
plied to us by Cox) for both the orientationally ordered
phase [for T ( To, where To is about 250 K (Ref. 1)]
and the orientationally disordered phase (for T & Ts).
Here we only show the results for large scattering angles,
since that portion of the spectrum is most sensitive to
the orientational order. Indeed, one sees several peaks
which are characteristic of the ordered phase. The spec-
trum calculated to fit the low-temperature data assumes
that all molecules are oriented as required by Pa3 sym-
metry for a setting angle (in the convention of Ref. 27)
P = 24'. (The fit is not very sensitive to the precise
value of P.) The diffraction peaks were assumed to be
Pa3
III. DIFFRACTION SPECTRA
In the preceding section we discussed possible 2a space
groups. Here we calculate powder diffraction spectra for
various 2a cubic structures and compare them to existing
experimental data. This comparison indicates that these
space groups are not to be associated with the best sam-
ples of C60. This is not surprising, since the observed
powder diffraction spectrum of Cso agrees so well with
that calculated for the Pa3 structure that any structure
suggested for C60 must be a small perturbation away
fi.om Pa3.
Accordingly, we will calculate the effect of what ap-
pears to us to be the most plausible such weakly per-
turbed structure, namely the 2a-R3 structure, in which
we double the number of sublattices, as suggested by van
Tendeloo et aL, but assume that half the sublattices
have a setting angle P+ b,P and the other half a setting
angle P —b,P, where b,P is small. As discussed in Sec.
IV, this structure may conveniently be regarded as one
in which the doubling of the size of the unit cell is due
to the condensation of a zone-boundary libron. The two
most important ways this structure deviates &om Pa3
are (a) it has a doubled unit cell (when b,P is nonzero)
relative to the undistorted Pa3 phase and (b) there is a
trigonal distortion of the unit cell. The doubling of the
unit cell when AP is nonzero leads to superlattice reflec-
tions whose intensity is of order (AP)2. As we shall see,
CO
~~C
C
~~
thC
rpmp ~v-
\
lc&+~~ lllRJa im&I'p~ ~lg
\
0.032.0
I
34.0
I
36.0
28 (degrees)
I
38.0 40.0
FIG. 3. Experimental and theoretical powder difFraction
spectra for Cso. Curve 3 is an experimental spectrum (Ref.
29) in the orientationally disordered phase at T = 300 K and
curve 1 is an experimental spectrum (arith the background
subtracted) in the orientationally ordered phases at T = 17
K. These data were kindly supplied to us by Cox. Curve 2
is a theoretical St (Refs. 3 and 4) calculated as discussed in
the text, neglecting orientational fluctuations and taking the
setting angle to be P = 24' in the convention of Ref. 27. Since
the lattice constant depends on temperature, the peaks in the
disordered phase are shifted relative to their positions at low
temperatures as indicated by the dashed lines.
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Lorentzian and polarization corrections as described in
Ref. 1 were made. Here we did not include fIuctuations
in the order parameter except insofar as they are included
in the Debye-Wailer factor. The agreement between cal-
culated and observed spectra is excellent, and can be
improved even further by allowing for fIuctuations in the
order parameter. '
In Fig. 4 we show a comparison between the various
cubic structures discussed in the preceding section (See
Table IV) and the experimental data. Note that the Em3
structure has no structural parameters (other than the
lattice constant, of course) because all molecules are in
one or another of the standard orientations. In the Fd3c
structure we took the single structural parameter (i.e. ,
the setting angle) to be P = 24'. For the Fd3 structure
we followed the suggestion of Ref. 14 that the setting an-
gles on the two sublattices should differ by 60'. Hence,
we took the two setting angles to be 24 and 84 . Al-
though for these space groups we have not optimized the
fits with respect to the setting angle(s), these results are
characteristic: it is impossible to obtain even qualita-
tive agreement between observed and calculated spectra.
(Optimizing Fd3 with respect to P and g leads to P = g,
i.e. , Pn3, which does not give a satisfactory fit.zv) As
we mentioned in our earlier summary of these results,
these structures are not similar to Pa3. Fm3 is a gen-
eralization of Pm3 (in that it uses a mixture of the two
standard orientations) and the others are generalizations
of Pn3 (in the sense that their local symmetry axes are
as in Pn3). In summary: it seems clear that these al-
ternative cubic structures are not to be associated with
solid C60.
Finally, to cover other existing suggestions of 2a
structures, we show in Fig. 5 a fit to the doubled unit
GO
c
C
U)
Q)
L.
32.0 34.0 36.0
28 (degrees)
38.0 40.0
FIG. 5. A comparison of (2), the powder diffraction spec-
trurn calculated for the 2a-R3 structure with setting angles
24' and 84', as seems (Ref. 31) to have been suggested in
Ref. 14 to (1), the experimental data (Ref. 29). Although
this structure is noncubic, we neglect the trigonal distortion
in this calculation.
cell of the type described in Eqs. (17)—(24) based on a
Pa3 arrangement of rotation axes with Pq —Pi —60',
as suggested in Ref. 13. As mentioned in Sec. IIF, this
structure is not cubic. For the fit shown in Fig. 5 we do
not allow any noncubic lattice distortion. Again, one sees
that the resulting powder diffraction spectrum calculated
for this structure does not agree with the experimental
results.
Now we discuss how the diffraction spectrum is per-
turbed by the trigonal distortion. We start from the Laue
condition
4Q sin 8 = (hGi + kG& + IG3)
V)
6$
~~
M
Q)
gQ jt
where 0 are the basis vectors for the reciprocal lattice,
Q is the wave vector of the incident (or scattered) photon,
and 28 is the angle between the incident and scattered
photon. Before showing results we make a few general
comments assuming perfectly cubic structures. If we as-
sume a fcc lattice of orientationally disordered molecules
in which the nearest neighbor separation is a = ao/~2,
then we have
(aQ/vr) sin 0 = II +K + L (33)
32.0
I
34.0
I
36.0
20 (degrees)
I
38.0
I
40.0
FIG. 4. Calculated powder di8raction spectra for the three
allowed cubic 2a space groups (See Table IV) compared to
the experimental data (1) taken in the orientationally ordered
phase at T = 17 K (Ref. 29). Curve 2 is for the Fd3c structure
with setting angle P = 24 degrees. Curve 3 is for the Ed3
structure with the two setting angles p = 84' and Q = 24'.
These angles are given in the convention of Ref. 27. Curve 4
is for the I"rn3 structure.
Here we use capital letters to indicate simple cubic index-
ing. In this case, because the Bravais lattice is actually
fcc, reflections only occur when the indices are either all
odd integers or all even integers. (This set represents 4
of all possible unrestricted sets of integers. ) In the Pa3
phase, one has re8ections (at least when space group liin-
itations are ignored) for all integral values of the indices.
These additional superlattice reflections are evident in
Fig. 3. When the unit cell is further doubled, we have
reflections when either all the indices H, K, and I are
odd multiples of half integers or they are all even mul-
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tiples of half integers. Thus, in the 2a phase, we expect
of order twice as many reflections in reciprocal space as
for the Pa3 phase. We will see these new 2a superlattice
reBections in the calculated spectra we present below.
To discuss the trigonal distortion simultaneously with
the superlattice reBections of the 2a phase, we wish
to write the Laue condition in simple cubic indexing.
Within trigonal indexing the Laue condition is
(h2 + k2 + l2) sin a + 2(hk + kl + th) (cos2 a —cos n)
a m sin 0= (1 —3 cos2 o, + 2 coss cx)
where a is the angle between the basis vectors and a is the lattice constant. For the fcc case a = 60 and a = ao/~2, as
before. To convert this expression to simple cubic indexing, we set h = (K+ L)/2, k = (H+L)/2, and t = (H+K)/2,
in which case we have
(aQ/x) sin 8 = [(H + K + L ) + 2(HK + KL + LH) (1 —2 cos n) j.(1 —3cos n+ 2cos a) (35)
Equation (35) has several consequences. First of all, if
we have a fcc lattice, then cosa = 2 and we get the usual
result: simple cubic indexing except that the indices must
be either all even or all odd. If we have a system with a
small trigonal distortion, then cos o, will not be exactly
equal to 2, and the term proportional to (1 —2cosa)
CO
~
will not vanish. The effect of this term will be to split
the peak, which, in the absence of a distortion, has de-
generacy between all choices of signs of the indices. The
magnitude of this splitting is proportional to (1—2 cos n),
which, in turn, is related to the trigonal shear strains by
(1 —2coso. f/(2+3) = fe„J = Je„,[ = Je, J. For general
values of H, K, and L, this term gives four possible re-
sults for various choices of signs of the indices. For special
values of the indices the efFect on the powder diffraction
spectrum is as follows. For (H, 0, 0) lines this term causes
no splitting. For (H, H, 0) lines, this term causes a split-
ting into two equal intensity components. For (H, H, H)
lines, this term splits a line into two components having
t5
6$
lO
0.032.0
I I I I
34.0 36.0 38.0 40.0
28 (degrees)
FIG. 6. The efFect of a trigonal distortion on the powder
difFraction spectrum. The trigonal distortion is characterized
by the distortion angle An, as explained in the text. Curve 1
is the data in the orientationally ordered phase at T = 17 K
(Ref. 29). Curves 2—4 are for distortion angles b,o; of 0.082',
0.163, and 0.327, respectively. As can be seen from Eq.
(35), and as the curves show, the splittings are proportional
to En. This Sgure shows that an upper limit for En is de6-
nitely less than 0.08'. The detailed analysis of Ref. 28 shows
that An ( 0.02 . The labeled lines are indexed as follows:
A has (H; K, L) = (12,8, 0) and is thus split into two equal
intensity components. B has (H, K, I) = (12,4, 4) and is
thus split into three components with intensities in the ra-
tio 1:1:2. C has (H, K, L) = (8, 8, 8) and is thus split into
two components with intensities in the ratio 3:1. D is the
superposition of (H, K, L) = (14, 0, 0) which is unsplit and
(H, K, L) = (12,6, 4) which is split into four components, one
of which coincides with the unsplit line.
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32.0 34.0 36.0
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FIG. 7. The efFect of an angular distortion of the Pa3 struc-
ture in which the two setting angles in the 2a unit cell are
taken to be P + EP and P —b,P, where P is the setting an-
gle used to fit the Pa3 data. Curve 1 is the experimental
data (Ref. 29). Curves 2—4 are for AP = 2, b,P = 3, and
4 degrees, respectively. We have labeled as A and
B the two most prominent 2a superlattice reflections due to
the doubling of the unit cell for AP nonzero. Note that the
integrated intensity of these superlattice refIections is propor-
tional to (EP) . This Sgure shows that an upper limit for EP
is de6nitely less than 2 .
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intensities in the ratio 3:1.For (H, H, K) lines, this term
splits a line into three components having intensities in
the ratio 2:1:1.In Fig. 6 we study the effect of such a trig-
onal lattice distortion, which, in principle, accompanies
the above doubling of the Pa3 unit cell. To isolate the
effect of the lattice distortion we have set AP = 0. Since
we see no splitting of line in the experimental spectrum,
we have an experimental upper bound on the distortion
angle Ao. , which is defined to be the deviation in the an-
gle between Bravais lattice vectors &om the value for a
fcc lattice. (See the caption to Fig. 6.)
Next we consider the effect on the powder diffraction
spectrum of doubling the Pa3 unit cell as in Eqs. (17)—
(24). Thus we set Pi ——P+ AP and Pz ——P —AP. In so
doing it is helpful to consider separately the effect of the
angular distortion AP &om the effect of the accompany-
ing trigonal lattice distortion. Accordingly, in Fig. 7 we
show the effect of doubling the unit cell by taking AP
to be nonzero, but without allowing any trigonal lattice
distortion. In principle, such a doubling of the unit cell
leads to superlattice reflections. However, since super-
lattice reflections are not detectable in the experimental
spectrum, we have an experimental upper bound on b,P.
A conservative estimate based on Fig. 7 is that
~AP~ is
surely less than 2'.
IV. SY'MMETRV ANALYSIS OF TRIGONAL
DISTORTIONS
In this section we give a symmetry analysis of the
distortion in angles and center of mass positions that
characterize the structure when the Pa3 unit cell is dou-
bled. Specifically, we consider the 2a-R3 structure in
which Pi ——Po + AP and P2 —Po —b,P, where Po is
essentially the angle previously determined for the then-
assumed Pa3 structure. Whatever the microscopic ori-
gin and description of these defects, they probably have a
small effect on these angles. Therefore, we give an anal-
ysis perturbative in AP. This analysis, which requires
a study [given in Appendix A (Ref. 33)j of the libron
spectrum at the wave vector of the R point, involves a
Landau-like formulation of the energy of the crystal as
a function of various generalized coordinates. Since the
microscopic origin of a doubling of the unit cell has not
been proposed, we introduce a harmonic force constant
k~4, associated with creating nonzero AP. If we consider
the structural phase diagram as a function of the concen-
tration z of these (unknown) defects, it is clear that k~y
is positive for pure C60. Thus as x is increased this force
constant will pass through zero when the 2a-R3 phase
becomes stable. We now give a phenomenological theory
to describe this phase transition. As we shall see in Sec.
V, this theory allows a continuous transition for the oc-
currence of nonzero b,P. So there is a regime where AP
is arbitrarily small, in which the perturbative analysis is
rigorous (assuming the validity of mean field theory). We
use this theory to analyze the lower symmetry structure,
which, as discussed in Sec. IID, is not cubic, but is de-
scribed by space group R3. We discuss the nature of the
distortions both in the center-of-mass positions and also
in the orientations of the molecules.
It is obvious that a complete microscopic theory of
these distortions requires a reliable orientational poten-
tial due to whatever defects are responsible for the 2a-R3
structure. However, since the microscopic origin of these
distortions is presently unknown, there is little hope of
soon obtaining such a potential. Accordingly, we assume
that the major feature of a successful microscopic orien-
tational potential will be that it gives rise to torques on
the molecules in the unit cell to produce the distorted
structure, but otherwise the orientational potential is es-
sentially the same as that of pure 060. Therefore, we
introduce torques on each molecule which tend to ro-
tate about the local threefold axis. In our development,
these torques are introduced phenomenologically. But a
true microscopic theory would derive these torques as ap-
propriate derivatives of the intermolecular orientational
potential. However, once the appropriate torques are in-
troduced, the remainder of the response may be assumed
to be qualitatively that of pure C60. This theory involves
a rather complicated analysis of the effects of coupling to
various symmetry normal modes. Accordingly, the de-
tails of this analysis are given in Appendix B. However,
since the physical consequences of these couplings are of
some interest, we will summarize them here.
In this theory we consider perturbations of the simple
cubic Pa3 structure using results of the lattice dynami-
cal study of Ref. 21. To obtain the 2a-R3 structure, we
introduce generalized forces (torques) at the wave vector
of the R point: Qo —vr(1, 1, 1)/a. In particular, f is a
torque (at wave vector Qo) which is confined to molecules
on sublattice n The torq. ue vector f is parallel to the
local threefold axis, as defined in Table III, and is thus
conjugate to the angular displacement (at wave vector
Qo) of the o. sublattice AP . As discussed in Appendix
B, the elastic energy in the presence of such torques is
given by
AE=ci) f (36)
where cq is an elastic constant analogous to the suscep-
tibility in the case of a magnetic phase transition. Alter-
natively, since AP is proportional to f, we may write
AE = cz) (AP ) +F4(AP ), (37)
where F4(6$ ) denotes contributions which are fourth
order in 6P . We suppose that the coefficient c2 in Eq.
(37) is zero at the transition where doubling of the unit
cell occurs. (1/cz is analogous to the susceptibility of a
magnetic system. ) The nature of the phase in which the
unit cell is doubled can be determined by an analysis of
the fourth-order terms in Eq. (37) that become important
when c2 is negative but small. This analysis will be given
in the next section.
So far we have only considered "critical" variables,
,
i.e. , those that are unstable at the structural phase
transition. However, the angular displacements b,P will
couple to other "noncritical" variables (denoted gener-
ically X) which remain stable at the structural phase
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where m is a coupling constant. Minimization shows
that the equilibrium value of X (in the B3 phase ) is
now given by
X,q ——cx m (hP )" . (39)
The magnitude of X,q induced by the instability in b,P
is determined by the minimum value of p, which, in turn,
is determined by symmetry, as is discussed in Appendix
B.ss Contributions to the energy of higher than linear
order in X are not relevant for small enough b,P, and
they are ignored here. Wave vector conservation implies
that the only possible wave vectors that can be associated
with X are multiples of Qo. namely, Qo and zero, the
former with an odd-order multinomial in AP, the latter
with an even-order multinomial. Therefore, the noncrit-
ical variables that can couple to AP are (a) Qe librons,
(b) zero-wave-vector librons, (c) microscopic strains (at
zero wave vector, of course), (d) Qo phonons, and (e)
zero-wave-vector phonons.
However, since both at wave vector zero and at wave
vector Qe phonons are odd parity modes and librons are
even parity modes, these couplings to phonons vanish.
We start by considering the response of librons at wave
vector Qe to the instability. In this connection it is con-
venient to talk in terms of the torque f The re.sponse
to f is of two types. The first type is to cause nonzero
values of the Qo component of the setting angles AP, so
that b,P = y P, where g is a type of "susceptibility"
evaluated in Appendix B (Ref. 33) in terms of elements
of the dynamical matrix. For potentials currently in use,
y is not infinite because, as we have said, these potentials
do not predict the kind of instability we are describing.
Thus we consider y to be a phenomenological constant
that diverges as the transition to the 2a-R3 transition
is approached. We refer to this response in EP as the
critical response. The noncritical response is to cause an
infinitesimal rotation (assuming f to be infinitesimal) of
the molecules on sublattice a at wave vector Qe about an
axis perpendicular to the local rotation axis of the Pa3
structure. This infinitesimal rotation can be considered
to be the sum of rotations u; about coordinate axes i
(fixed in the crystal), where i assumes the values x, y,
and z. The results obtained in Appendix B (Ref. 33) for
this response are given in Table V.
The coupling to zero-wave-vector librons leads to an-
gular distortion of the orientations of the molecules as
follows. In the R3 structure, only one of the [1,1,1] direc-
tions remains a threefold axis. Suppose this direction is
denoted [1,1,1]. In the convention of Table III, this means
that in the R3 phase only the first sublattice still has a
local threefold axis of symmetry. Thus, in the R3 struc-
ture, molecules on sublattice 2 can be rotated through an
angle 8 about an axis perpendicular to the previous three-
transition, so that their force constants c~ are nonzero.
(In other words, we ass»me X to be defined so that its
equilibrium value in the Pa3 phase is zero. ) Consider
now the efFect of an interaction energy of the form
&&x —m X(b,g )"+ -cxX
TABLE V. Asymmetric response u;, , the amplitude of
rotation at wave vector Qo in sublattice i about the a Carte-
sian axis. Here u;, = (A;, A+ p;, 7+ e;, e)/(~3A), where
A, p, and e are force constants of solid C60. [The dynamical
matrix is given in Table IX of Appendix A (Ref. 33).] Also,
b, = a[(a+2P)(n+A & p ~) 2IA e— "*~ p e—'~ el ]Ic,
where I = 1.0 x 10 grcm and c is the velocity of light. For
the potential of Ref. 19 the parameters assume the values (iu
units of cm ): n = 7.815, P = 1.417, e = 0.513, p = —1.235,
and A = —0.315.
'l) 0!
1,z
1,y
1) z
2 ) x
2) y
2z
32:
3, y3z
4) x
4 y
4, z
A;,
fs —fc
fc —fa
fa —fa
fc+ fo
fa —-fa
fc —fa
fa ——fa
fo —fa
fz +fa
fa —fa
fc+ fa
fa —f-c
fo —fa
fc —fo
fa —fc
fc —fa
fc -—fa
fs -—fa
fa —-fa
fa —-fa
fo —fa
fa —f—c
fa —fa
fc ——fa
fa —fc
fc) —fa
fc —fa
fa + fo
fc —fa
fc+ fs
fD —fa
fa+ fs
fa+ fa
fc+ fa
fa+ fc
fs —fa
The signs of these strains are fixed so that they corre-
spond to elongation (or compression) along that one of
the [1,1,1] directions which is preserved as a threefold
axis. The magnitude of this shear distortion is quadratic
in b.P .
V. LANDAU THEORY POR THE Pa3 ~ R3
STRUCTURAL PHASE TRANSITION
In this section we discuss the Landau description of the
structural phase transition &om the Pa3 to the R3 phase.
We do this by constructing a free energy functional that
incorporates Buctuations towards the R3 structure as-
suming one is in the Pa3 phase. This theory does not
fold axis in the Pa3 structure. Symmetry does not fix the
orientation of the axis of this rotation, other than that
it is perpendicular to the previous threefold axis. Since
the [l,l, l] direction is a threefold axis, sublattices 3 and
4 are reoriented as required by this symmetry given the
reorientation of sublattice 2. Also, since the coupling re-
quired for this orientational distortion must be quadratic
in b,P (in order to conserve wave vector), we can say
that in the terminology of Eq. (39), p = 2 for this cou-
pling. In other words, the zero-wave-vector reorientation
within the unit cell (a) preserves only one of the three-
fold axes, and (b) involves angular displacements of order
(&& )'.
Finally, we discuss the strain induced by nonzero EP
As in the case we have just discussed, the coupling of
macroscopic strains must be quadratic in 6P in order
to conserve wave vector. So, the B3 structure is obtained
from the Pa3 structure by strain components such that
le sl = les I = le-I - (&+ )'.
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describe a direct transition &om the disordered phase
into the R3 phase.
First we remark that as far as symmetry is concerned,
it does not matter whether we talk in terms of displace-
ments or forces conjugate to displacements. Thus, if we
wish to express the &ee energy in terms of angular dis-
placements, we can adopt the results of the preceding
section for their allowed form. To quadratic order, we
have the result &om Appendix B:
& =
—,'a(T —T.)(&4»+ &4'B+ &4'c+ &&D) (41)
In writing this result, we have replaced the prefactor in
this term by the usual coefBcient whose vanishing at T =
T, leads to a phase transition at this temperature. (In
our interpretation T, is a function of x such that there is
a transition only if the defect concentration is sufBciently
large. ) The parameter a is an unimportant scale factor.
In principle, Eq. (41) should result from the extension
of Eq. (37) to nonzero temperatures. However, such an
instability cannot be obtained from currently available
potentials.
Already it is clear that we are dealing with a Lan-
dau theory involving a four-component order parameter.
However, unlike some previous models, this model for
distortions will not lead to a Potts model. The reason the
present model is different is because wave-vector conser-
vation ensures that only even powers of order parame-
ters (at the R point) can occur. (Thus, the cubic terms
characteristic of ferromagnetic Potts models are missing.
However, the present model is similar to an antiferromag-
netic Potts model. ) Thus, this structural phase transi-
tion may be a continuous one, depending on the overall
sign of the fourth-order term in the Landau expansion.
Since we are not able to give a microscopic evaluation
of these terms (remember, no orientational potential is
known to predict this transition), we cannot say more
than that. Potentially, one could imagine that by apply-
ing pressure (or some other noncritical field) one could
change the sign of the fourth-order terms, and thereby
pass through a tricritical point.
To proceed further, we investigate the form of the
fourth-order terms. What we need to do is to form all
possible invariants made up of four AP's. It is useful to
note that the space of multinomials of the AP's of degree
four induce a representation of the space group Pa3. An
analysis of this type leads to construction of the following
invariants:
&i = (&&A + &&B + &&C + &&D)'
+2 +4 A+WB + +4'A +4'C + +4A+4'D + +4'B+4'C + +4'B+4'D + +Qc+4'D )
IIs —AQA 6PBAgc b,PD,
H4 +4'A(+4'B + +4'C + +4'D) + +NB(+AD +4'A +4'C) + +4'C(+4'B +4'A +4'D)
+&4D(&PC —&PA —&4 B),
+5 +4'A+it'B(+it'D +4'c) + +itA+4'c(+NB +QD) + +4'A+AD(+4'c +4'B)
++4'B+O'C(+O'A +4'D) + +4'B+4'D(+4'A +4'C) + +0C+4'D(+4'A +4'B)
(42)
Thus, up to fourth order the free energy is of the form
F = 2a(T —T, ) (A/A+ A4'B + A4'c+ &4'D)
+ ) ciIIi, . (43)
k=1,5
Some of the fourth-order terms have a familiar form. In
particular, minimizing a potential with only c1, c2 ( 0,
and cz nonzero does not lead to breaking the symme-
try between sublattices. Therefore, II4 and/or Hs are
essential to produce an B3 phase. The physical mean-
ing of some of these terms is apparent. For instance, H1
is the usual fourth-order term for an isotropic (Heisen-
berg) model. It does not favor any particular direction
in the four-dimensional order-parameter space. A term
like H2 leads to an anisotropy that favors ordering along
a (1,1,1,1) direction in order-parameter space if c2 & 0,
or disfavors it if c2 ) 0. In the present case, c2 must
be negative in order to obtain a trigonal distortion for
which Ag is independent of a. The effect of the term
H~ may be seen as follows. It is clear that the four
[1,1, 1] directions are equivalent in the sense that any
one of them can be chosen as the threefold axis of the
R3 phase. Neglecting, for the moment, the effect of H4
and H5, we see that the sixteen possible choices for the
signs of 6P correspond to the four possible choices of
the [1, 1, 1] direction to be a threefold axis. Clearly, for
each choice of the [1,1, 1] direction, there are four ways to
choose the signs of the AP 's. Changing the signs of all
b,P 's is obviously a symmetry of F and does not affect
the selection of the [1,1, 1] direction. There thus remain
two choices of signs of the DP 's, which, although cor-
responding to the same choice of [1, 1, 1] directions, nev-
ertheless correspond to different energies. For instance,
choosing A/2 —APs —K/4 selects the threefold axis
to lie along the [1,1, 1] direction. We therefore have two
signs to discuss, namely, (i, the sign of b,Pi, and (2, the
sign of A/2. We know that reversing the signs of both
(i and (2 cannot change the energy. However, the rel-
ative sign of (i and (2 is fixed by energetics. In fact,
if cs in Eq. (43) is positive (negative), the state with
(i(2 ( 0 () 0) is favored. Analogous considerations hold
when other [1, 1, 1] directions are selected. In Appendix
8 (Ref. 33) it is shown that one contribution to cs comes
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from a third-order strain-libron coupling.
The last two invariants may be less familiar. They
do not force the order parameter into its highest sym-
metry direction. Rather, they express the breaking of
the equivalence between sublattices. To see that, imag-
ine that c4 and c5 are small. Then, since we assume
cz ( 0, we may minimize F for each b,P being of the
form
~AP
~
= 1+x and we look for a minimum of F for
small x . The minimization is carried out in Appendix
C.ss There it is shown that this minimum corresponds
to the distorted system. , whose symmetry is B3. Simi-
lar statements can be made about the other symmetry-
related minima that occur when the signs of an even num-
ber of b, P's are changed. (Only an even number of sign
changes leaves Hs invariant. )
Finally, we discuss some of the implications of Landau
theory. First of all, it gives the usual result for the order
parameter, which in this case is the angular distortion
b,P (T, —T)'~', T(Tc. (44)
An immediate consequence of this is that the intensity of
the superlattice refiections for the 2a phase will vary like
I oc (6P) (T, —T), T (T, .
We can use the results of Sec. IV to give the correspond-
ing temperature dependence of the various deformations.
Since the trigonal strain e is proportional to to (6P), we
have
&=A(T, —T), T(T,
T)Tc.=0, (46)
(This xneans that de/dT is discontinuous as T = T„so
that dk/dT~& & —de/dT~& - &+ = A.) Similar state-
ments can be made about the orientational distortion
within the unit cell due to g = 0 librons. There, cou-
pling to the A~ modes also has observable consequences,
at least in principle. For instance, the coupling to the
As strain mode will cause the lattice constant (or better,
the density) to have a discontinuity in its derivative with
respect to temperature. Likewise, the average setting an-
gle, P, will be continuous at the Pa3 + R3 transition,
but its temperature derivative will be discontinuous. For
all these predictions, one must keep in mind that the
critical exponents are expected to be modified &om the
mean-field values by fluctuations.
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We may summarize our principal results as follows.
(1) We identified the possible cubic space groups for
C6p molecules whose centers form a fcc lattice such that
there are eight molecules in the unit cell of dimensions
double that of the unit cell for disordered molecules.
These 2a space groups are Fm3 (in which molecules are
in the standard orientations), Fd3, and Fd3c. In these
last two space group the molecules are rotated (starting
from their standard orientations) about the local three-
fold axis, (which are arranged as in Pn3) half through
an angle Pi, the other half through an angle P2.
(2) We calculated the powder diffraction spectra from
these allowed 2a cubic space groups and obtain results
that disagree with previous experimental data. We there-
fore exclude the above 2a cubic space groups for pure
C6o
(3) Recent experimental workis indicates that the best
samples of C6p do not show superlattice reflections of
such 2a structures. Perhaps the observed superlattice
refiections might be explained in terms of some type of
defect or impurity.
(4) We consider the case where the volume of the unit
cell of the Pa3 structure (containing four molecules) is
doubled in the following way. Start &om a structure in
which all molecules are centered on fcc lattice sites and
are all in standard orientation A of Fig. 1. Then each
molecule is rotated about a [1,1,1] direction appropriate
to space group Pa3. Four molecules in the unit cell are
rotated through an angle Pi and four others through an
angle P2. We showed that the resulting structure is no
longer cubic (even if the molecules are still restricted to
having their centers of mass on a fcc lattice). In this
structure only one of the four (1,1,1) directions remains
a threefold axis of symmetry, as we show by both simple
algebraic and geometrical arguments. This structure is
trigonal belonging to space group B3.
(5) We studied the model in which Pi —P+ bP and
= P —b,P with the idea that small AP might be
induced by defects that can occuris in less than perfect
samples of C60. Since no microscopic models of the inter-
molecular potential exist that could explain such a struc-
ture, we gave a symmetry analysis of the possible distor-
tions away &om Pa3 structure. This analysis indicates
that the doubling of the unit cell that occurs for nonzero
AP is accompanied by a response at zero wave vector
that includes a shear strain corresponding to elongation
(or compression, depending on the sign of the coupling
constant) along the trigonal axis. The magnitude of this
trigonal distortion is of order (b,g)2. Linear coupling to
zone-boundary librons is also allowed.
(6) We studied the experimental consequences of a
small angular distortion. We calculated powder diffrac-
tion spectra as a function of b,P (see Fig. 7). Optimiza-
tion of the calculated powder diffraction spectrum (ver-
sus experiment) with respect to 6P yields b,P = 0, i.e.,
the Pa3 structure. As expected, the superlattice reflec-
tions have an intensity of order (AP) z. Since these refiec-
tions are not observed experimentally, we infer an upper
bound: ~b, P~ is certainly less than 2'. Allowing b,P to be
nonzero breaks cubic symmetry and in general leads to
a trigonal lattice distortion. This distortion is character-
ized by the change in angle An between lattice vectors
relative to the undistorted (fcc) value. We discuss the
splittings in the difFraction peaks indexed by (H, K, L)
caused by this trigonal lattice distortion. For general
values of the indices, each simple cubic peak (for all per-
mutations and signs of the indices) is split into four com-
ponents in the presence of the trigonal distortion. Since
the experimentally observed powder di6raction spectrum
shows no such splittings, we see &om Fig. 6 that an up-
per bound on Ln is certainly less than 0.08'. The more
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detailed analysis of Ref. 28 gives ~b, o.
~
( 0.02'.
(7) We develop a Landau theory for the assumed
Pa3 ~ R3 structural phase transition which presum-
ably occurs as a function of defect concentration. B3
ordering is described by an orientational order param-
eter having four components —one for the angular per-
turbation AP of each sublattice cr. Because the star
of the wave vector associated with doubling the size of
the unit cell contains only a single member, there are
no cubic terms in the Landau expansion. We find that
there are five fourth-order invariants giving rise to an
unusual type of "anisotropy" in order-parameter space
which leads to trigonal symmetry in the ordered phase
that occurs when b,a g 0. Assuming that the fourth-
order terms are overall positive, we conclude that the
ordering transition is continuous and that the order pa-
rameter
~
b,P
~
(T,—T) I, where T, is the temperature
of the Pa3 -+ R3 transition. If ordering into the putative
RS phase takes place directly &om the disordered phase,
the ordering transition is then probably discontinuous.
(8) The dependence on temperature (or, equivalently,
on defect concentration) of several experimentally acces-
sible quantities can be predicted on the basis of mean field
theory. For instance, both the intensity of the R3 super-
lattice reHections and also the magnitude of the trigonal
strains are of order T, —T for T ~ T . In addition, there
are anomalies in the density p and the average setting an-
gle P such that dp/dT and dP/dT are both discontinuous
at T'
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